I. Introduction
Aviation operations in the United States are expected to increase multifold by 2025. 1 With this large increase in air traffic, the noise, pollution and congestion at major airports are also expected to raise. 1 Solutions to alleviate these problems will require advances in many disciplines of aeronautics, and airspace and airport operations. NASA Aeronautics has initiated research efforts towards creating a body of knowledge that will lay the foundation to address the challenges associated with Next Generation (NextGen) airspace system. One area of focus under these efforts is in the research of NextGen aircraft design concepts that will have reduced noise and emissions footprint, and increased aircraft performance, measured through a reduction in specific fuel consumption and/or field length. 1 Extreme short take off and landing (ESTOL) designs are one such example currently being studied. ESTOL aircraft are designed for efficient cruise and short take off and landing capability. This conceptual transport configuration offers the ability to reduce congestion in the terminal area through approaches and landings that do not interfere with traditional air traffic. The extended ESTOL flight envelope enables utilization of small runways at large and small airports. The traffic pattern specific to ESTOL aircraft would also include a slow steep decent to the runway, which lowers community noise by reducing the noise footprint. 2 While the ESTOL capability is beginning to show benefits to the civilian transport industry, short take off and landing (STOL) emerged as an operational requirement for military transport aircraft in the late 1960's. 3 Despite the legacy of research and development, knowledge of ESTOL aerodynamics, interactions between propulsive and aerodynamic forces, and structural issues for potential ESTOL design abstractions are all still poorly understood. Research of STOL and high-lift technologies can be leveraged for ESTOL application, but many aspects of ESTOL objectives remain a challenge, including stable and performanceseeking guidance and control. Some of the control challenges for ESTOL flight include: (1) Dynamic characteristics of the aircraft change drastically during the flight regime between the high speeds for cruise and decent and the slow speeds required for ESTOL; and (2) ESTOL flight dynamic models for various ESTOL design options are poorly understood and must be assumed to have uncertainty beyond what robust control alone can achieve.
To address the challenges stated above, we examine the benefits of a direct-adaptive control architecture that is capable of adapting to the uncertainties and changes in the ESTOL flight dynamics. Direct-adaptive control architectures have been shown by NASA Ames [4] [5] [6] and many other researchers 7, 8 to be appropriate for controlling flight vehicles subject to a variety of damages, failures, and other dynamic changes or uncertainties. In this study, dynamic inversion based direct-adaptive control architecture is implemented and tested using an ESTOL simulation capability that was specifically developed for the study. The simulation is capable of emulating many different ESTOL design abstractions. Our study examines the ESTOL vehicle performance for various flight conditions and ESTOL design variations. Results are documented to show the benefits of a direct-adaptive control as an option for ESTOL guidance and control.
II. Research Aircraft Simulation Modeling Tool
The Research Aircraft Simulation Modeling Tool serves as a research and evaluation tool for intelligent flight control research. The tool simulates a generic transport subsonic fixed-wing airplane capable of demonstrating a variety of ESTOL design abstractions.
The conventional airplane base model is the Advanced Concepts Flight Simulator (ACFS) airplane model of a Lockheed Georgia Company Commercial transport concept. 9 The original concept aircraft is a mid-size transport with dimensions similar to that of a Boeing 757. The airframe has a wide body, low wings, T-tail, and two turbofan engines located under the wings.
The design abstractions represent ESTOL or STOL technology found in literature. 3, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Presently, there are five different ESTOL technologies modeled in the Research Aircraft Simulation Modeling Tool. The modeling tool provides the capability to employ each ESTOL technology individually, or simultaneously with other ESTOL technologies. This allows a variety of different vehicles to be studied on the single research platform. The dynamic effects of the ESTOL technologies can also be scaled to be more or less prominent in order to simulate variations in control power and control coupling.
The versatility of the Research Aircraft Simulation Modeling Tool to simulate a variety of ESTOL design abstractions provides the ability to evaluate intelligent flight control techniques with respect to the various ESTOL design variations, and analyze the controllers' ability to meet flight control metrics and performance goals of NextGen.
The ESTOL technologies that allow for the various ESTOL design abstractions include blown flaps, active and passive circulation control, high lift devices, and high drag devices. The dynamic effects of these technologies were modeled on the conventional airplane model; the implementation is described in this section and a table indicating the aircraft components affected by the implementation of each abstraction is given in Table 1 . Since the effects of these technologies are primarily correlated with the aerodynamic and propulsive nature of the aircraft, modifications are applied to the aerodynamic coefficients and thrust vectors; no structural or inertial changes are considered. An overview of the aerodynamic and thrust forces and moments modified for each aircraft component due to the implementation of all the ESTOL design abstractions is given in Table 2 .
A. Blown Flaps
The ESTOL technology referred to as blown flaps represents the case where the engines are mounted above or under the wing such that the engine exhaust encounters the surface of the extended flaps. This configuration provides powered lift by assisting the flow over the wing and flap to remain attached, effectively elongating the lifting surface and vectoring the thrust of the engine downwards.
The two physical effects are modeled by modifying the aerodynamic coefficients and thrust vectors, respectively. The first physical effect, that of extending the attached airflow over the wing and flaps, is modeled through an augmentation to the lift, drag and pitching moment coefficients. In the case of an engine failure, the roll coefficient is also augmented since the powered lift effect would be asymmetric. This augmentation is in the form of a term added to the conventional aerodynamic coefficient. The added term for the blown flaps, 
The normalized thrust coefficient, ! C µ , is considered to be the ratio of the thrust coefficient, 
A. Circulation Control
Circulation control, known by a variety of different names (i.e. boundary layer control, active flow control), is a technology aimed at improving the lift characteristics over surfaces and actuators. While circulation control can be achieved through number of different methods, the method modeled is comprised of high-pressure engine bleed ducted to nozzles over the control surfaces.
Similarly to the aerodynamic modeling of the blown flaps, the circulation control effects are modeled as added terms to the conventional aerodynamic coefficients. For circulation control, the added term, ! C CC , is a nonlinear function of the conventional coefficient of the generic transport model and normalized thrust coefficient.
The circulation control modeling completed for this research tool is very flexible. The circulation control technology is modeled in a manner that allows the flow to be actively or passively controlled. Passive circulation control represents the case when the normalized thrust coefficient in Eq. 4 is a function of the engine state. Here, Eq. 2 defines the normalized thrust coefficient can range from zero to one, with zero specifying a control input for no circulation control, or no bleed air ducted to the control surfaces, and with one representing full or maximum bleed air.
The circulation control is also modeled with the option of enhancing the flow over control surfaces located on the entire aircraft or on just the wings. When circulation control is considered for the entire aircraft, engine bleed is ducted to the ailerons, elevators and rudder. When circulation control is considered for the wings, engine bleed is only ducted to the ailerons. The aerodynamic lift, drag and side forces and roll, pitch and yaw moments are modified accordingly. The effects on the rolling, pitching and yawing moment coefficients as a function of lateral control input, longitudinal control input, and directional control input, respectively, are shown in Fig. 2 for various normalized thrust coefficients.
Due to the design of the circulation control technology, the aircraft's aerodynamic and engine dynamics are coupled. For this model, we assume the air distribution ducts from the engines are joined such that an engine failure results in a decrease in the effective bleed pressure (represented by the normalized thrust coefficient), but no significant rolling moment is produced by asymmetric blowing over the ailerons. Also, since the high-pressure air bleed from the engines would reduce engine performance, the magnitudes of the engine forces and moments are scaled down slightly as a function of the thrust coefficient.
B. High Lift Devices
The effects of high lift devices represent an increased lift capability of the wing due to more effective flap and slat actuators. These more effective high lift actuators are modeled as a slight increase in the lift coefficient during flight, a shift in the stall condition to a larger angle of attack and an increase in maximum lift coefficient, as shown in Fig. 3 . The drag coefficient is also increased proportional to the change in lift to account for induced drag.
C. High Drag Devices
High drag devices are drag brakes considered to be similar to spoilers in the fact that the high drag panels can be deflected during flight to disrupt the airflow around the aircraft and cause an increase in drag, but the drag brakes are assumed to not affect the lift. These high drag devices, or drag brakes, are modeled by an additional drag term obtained from the spoiler aerodynamic table according to the drag brake panel deflection.
D. Stability Analysis of an Aircraft with the ESTOL Design Abstractions
An evaluation of the Research Aircraft Simulation Modeling Tool is presented here which investigates the effect of the ESTOL design abstractions on the aircraft longitudinal and lateral stability. The study compares the longitudinal and lateral modes of two aircraft configurations: the conventional configuration and one ESTOL configuration. The conventional configuration represents the generic transport airplane, with no ESTOL technology. The ESTOL configuration represents the generic transport airplane with blown flaps, active circulation control, high lift devices, and high drag devices. (The normalized thrust coefficient for the active circulation control was equal to one for the analysis, designating full or maximum bleed air.)
To conduct the analysis, linear models of the chosen aircraft configurations are extracted using the small perturbation method, and pole-zero diagrams of the linear models were plotted. Figure 4 provides the pole-zero diagrams of the models at 105 knots with the flaps and landing gear deployed. Figure 5 provides the pole-zero diagrams of the models at 300 knots with the flaps and landing gear retracted. The longitudinal and lateral modes are identified on the figures and the arrows indicate the relative root shift from the conventional transport configuration to the ESTOL configuration.
The relative root shifts from the conventional transport configuration to the ESTOL configuration are most prominent for the 105 knots flight condition. In the 105 knots flight condition, with the flaps and landing gear deployed, the effects of ESTOL is distinguished more due to the relationships between the ESTOL technologies and the dynamic pressure and flap deflection. (As discussed above, the dynamic effects of the blown flaps and circulation control are inversely proportional to the dynamic pressure, and the dynamic effects of the blown flaps are directly related to the deflection of the flaps.) For the 300 knots flight condition, with the flaps and landing gear retracted, the relative root shifts from the conventional transport configuration to the ESTOL configuration are more modest to account for the diminished effect of the ESTOL technologies at higher airspeed and in a clean configuration.
With the exception of the Dutch Roll Mode roots, all roots shift towards the left, and all complex roots shift towards the real axes as well. This represents an increase in stability and an increase in damping. The Short-Period Mode shifts due to in increase in the change in lift with alpha, which is influenced primarily by the blown flaps. The Phugoid Mode shifts due to a decrease in the lift to drag ratio for the ESTOL configuration. While both the lift and drag are increased by the ESTOL technologies, the increase in drag is larger. The Roll Mode shifts due to an increase in the roll damping, and the Spiral Mode shifts slightly to the left because of a decrease in the rolling moment due to yaw. The Dutch Role Mode roots shifts slightly to the right and away from the real axis due to a decrease in yaw damping despite a corresponding increase in side slip damping.
III. Adaptive Flight Controller
Researchers at National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Ames Research Center and NASA Dryden Flight Research Center developed the Intelligent Flight Control System (IFCS) to increase safety and maintain stability in the event of damage to the aircraft or failure of the aircraft control surfaces. 4, 7 The direct-adaptive control architecture of the IFCS has been shown to adapt to maintain adequate tracking errors and minimize cross-coupling effects due to airframe damage and aerodynamic actuator failure. [4] [5] [6] [7] Linear Dynamic Inversion Control is the foundation for the IFCS control law. The controller is designed such that the dynamics of the control variables are built into the controller to cancel out the vehicle dynamics, therefore globally linearizing the system such that the vehicle response matches the desired response. 19 Since the vehicle dynamics can be directly incorporated into the flight controller, the need for gain scheduling is avoided. 19 The linear dynamic inversion control law begins with the equation of motion for controlled system represented by the form 
If the ! A and ! B matrices of the linear equations of motion represented the real system perfectly, the system response would equal the commanded response.
Flight dynamics, however, are nonlinear by nature and the linear dynamic modeling must be assumed to have uncertainty. For this reason, the commanded response is a summation of the desired feed forward response and feedback compensation, as seen in Eq. 9.
The desired feed forward response,
!
v ˙ x des , is the pilot input passed through a filter (often considered to be a reference model) that shapes the pilot inputs in order to achieve good handing qualities. The compensation used in the feedback loop varies. Typically a type of proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control law is applied, hence the label
The accuracy of the dynamic inversion controller is, therefore, improved because the errors caused by uncertainties in the system dynamics and disturbances are reduced through the feedback control loop. The IFCS research has enhanced this general dynamic inversion control law by incorporating direct adaptation. [4] [5] [6] [7] The adaptation can explicitly addresses uncertainty in aircraft dynamics and changes to the system due to damage or failure, and has been shown to reduce the tracking error and increase the robustness of the control law.
The direct adaptive control law augments the feedback compensation. The commanded system response is therefore equal to the summation of the desired feed forward response, feedback proportional-integral compensation and direct adaptation compensation, as seen in Eq. 10.
The direct adaptation is achieved with sigma-pi neural networks. The neural networks adapt to the current system in order to correct for large errors not expected during the control design. The control augmentation control signal, 
Since the neural networks adapt directly, the neural networks compensate for the errors without identifying the source. This allows the controller to successfully control vehicles subject to a variety of damages, failures or other dynamic changes, including those which produce cross coupling characteristics typically ignored during modeling. Figure 6 shows the control diagram for the direct-adaptive control architecture. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the ability of the direct-adaptive control architecture to control ESTOL aircraft without awareness of the dynamic characteristics related to the vehicle's ESTOL technology. In this control study, no pilot inputs are considered. Instead, longitudinal maneuvers are commanded by an autopilot that generates the body-fixed velocities, ! x des , associated with the desired maneuvers.
IV. Performance Analysis
The versatility of the Research Aircraft Simulation Modeling Tool to simulate a variety of ESTOL design abstractions provides the ability to evaluate the dynamic characteristics of the aircraft, as seen in Section II, and evaluate intelligent flight control techniques with respect to the various ESTOL design abstractions. In this section, a performance analysis is conducted for various aircraft configurations using the Research Aircraft Simulation Modeling Tool and the direct-adaptive control architecture described in this paper.
Simulations are conducted to analyze the performance of the direct-adaptive control architecture for ESTOL design abstractions using the Research Aircraft Simulation Modeling Tool. The responses of the conventional aircraft configuration and four ESTOL configurations during longitudinal doublet maneuvers are evaluated. The conventional configuration represents the generic transport airplane, with no ESTOL technology. The first ESTOL configuration shown in the figures is indicated as having all ESTOL abstractions. This configuration represents the generic transport airplane with blown flaps, active circulation control, high lift devices, and high drag devices. (The normalized thrust coefficient for the active circulation control was equal to one for the analysis, designating full or maximum bleed air.) The remaining ESTOL configurations are labeled appropriately as representing the generic transport airplane with either the blown flaps only, the active circulation control only (with the normalized thrust coefficient equal to one), or the high lift and drag devises only.
In all cases, the model of the aircraft used by the controller is that of the conventional aircraft-the dynamics of the ESTOL technologies are unknown to the controller. Results show that the adaptive controller is successful in controlling all configurations of the research aircraft simulation, despite the presence of the unmodeled dynamics. Figure 7 provides the aircrafts' pitch rate response and error in pitch rate for all the configurations simulated at approximately 300 knots with the flaps and landing gear retracted; Fig. 8 provides the aircrafts' pitch rate response and error in pitch rate for all the configurations simulated at approximately 105 knots with the flaps and landing gear deployed.
The performance at two flight conditions, 300 knots and 105 knots, is provided to demonstrate the variation in performance with respect to the prominence of the ESTOL abstractions. As described in Section II, the dynamic effects of the blown flaps and circulation control are inversely proportional to the dynamic pressure. Likewise, the dynamic effects of the blown flaps are directly related to the deflection of the flaps. The effects of these ESTOL abstractions are, therefore, less prominent at higher airspeeds and for clean configurations. For the 300 knots flight condition, with the flaps and landing gear retracted, the effects of the ESTOL abstraction are small and the responses of the various aircraft to longitudinal doublets are, consequently, very similar. As shown in Fig. 7 , the aircraft with all ESTOL abstractions follows the desired pitch rate most closely, followed by the aircraft with circulation control. This can be accounted for by the slight increase in maneuverability provided by the abstractions. As the aircrafts progresses through the longitudinal doublets, the flight controller adapts to account for errors and the response characteristics change. Over time, the adaptation causes the pitch rate response to lag when the direction of the pitch rate changes, but the total error in pitch rate still decreases for all configurations. For the 105 knots flight condition, with the flaps and landing gear deployed, the effects of the ESTOL abstractions are most distinguished, and this is seen in the variation in flight performance. The most noticeable difference between the aircraft's performances is that the aircraft with all ESTOL abstractions and blown flaps are successful in achieving both the positive and negative pitch rates while the conventional aircraft and the aircraft with circulation control and high lift and drag devices only achieve the negative pitch rate. These aircraft (the conventional aircraft and the aircraft with circulation control and high lift and drag devices) are incapable of maintaining the pitch up rates because the resulting attitude at the low speed causes the aircraft to stall. The aircraft subsequently loose pitch up authority and altitude before recovering during the negative pitch rate portion of the doublet maneuver. The adaptation of the controller has little effect on the error, and the flight characteristics remain oscillatory. The only noticeable change in the pitch rate response over time is in the settling time for the negative pitch rate; the settling time decreases for the aircraft with circulation control and settling time increases for the conventional aircraft and the aircraft with high lift and drag devises.
The adaptation of the flight controller is captured by the change in the neural network weights during the longitudinal maneuver. Figures 9 and 10 show the adaptation of four neural network weights during the longitudinal maneuver for all the configurations at the 300 and 105 knots flight conditions, respectively. In these figures, the adaptation forms a pattern repeated for each doublet that progresses either in the upwards or downward direction. For the 300 knots flight condition, the pattern for the weight adaptation appears uniform for all the aircraft configurations. For the 105 knots flight condition the patterns differ for the different aircraft configurations. This is representative of the difference in flight dynamics caused by the ESTOL abstractions at the slow airspeed and with flaps extended. In the time span shown for the five doublets, the weights do not converge to a single value or a range of values. After a large number of doublets (over 1000 and 500 doublets for the 300 and 105 knots flight conditions, respectively), however, the weights do converge to range of values while maintaining the same repetitive pattern for each doublet. The final range is not considered to be globally optimal and, as shown in Fig. 11 and 12 , the final range and the transitory behavior of the weights are not reflected in the initial progressions shown in Fig. 9 and 10.
V. Future Work
The Research Aircraft Simulation Modeling Tool has been a valuable resource in the evaluation of the direct-adaptive control architecture with respect to the various ESTOL design abstractions. The Research Aircraft Simulation Modeling Tool will continue to serve as a tool for further evaluation of the direct adaptive control architecture and for research of new intelligent control technologies.
Future research will focus on novel control architectures and algorithms to meet the challenges and performance goals of ESTOL flight control. The ESTOL design abstractions, which were controlled successfully for the limited study in this paper, present numerous technologies challenges for flight control requiring precise control of both airspeed and attitude. There are two main reasons for this: first, the ESTOL technologies tightly couple, and complicate, the engine dynamics and aerodynamics; and second, unlike conventional transport aircraft that remain on the front side of the power curve during flight, an ESTOL transport aircraft transitions between the front and backside of the power curve for take off and landing. In the course of this transition, the flight dynamics of the vehicle and the response characteristics due to control inputs change drastically. In order to address these challenges, we will research predictive control methodologies, along with online learning techniques, that will help integrate the flight and propulsion control.
Summary
In previous studies, direct-adaptation control architectures has been shown to reduce the tracking error and increase the robustness of the control law by explicitly addressing uncertainty in aircraft dynamics and changes to the system due to damage or failure. [4] [5] [6] [7] In this study, we examine the benefits of a directadaptive control architecture that is capable of adapting to the uncertainties and changes in the ESTOL flight dynamics. A dynamic inversion based direct-adaptive control architecture is implemented and tested using an ESTOL simulation capability that was specifically developed for this study. The simulation is capable of emulating many different ESTOL design abstractions, include blown flaps, active and passive circulation control, high lift devices, and high drag devices. In our study, we analyze the ESTOL vehicle performance for various flight conditions and ESTOL design variations, and demonstrate the ability of direct-adaptive control architecture to control the simulated ESTOL aircraft, despite the presence of unmodeled dynamics. 
